Lze se připravit na práci, která ještě neexistuje?

Absolventské středy na VŠE, Daria Hvizdalova
65% of children will end up in careers that don’t yet exist.
85% Of Jobs That Will Exist In 2030 Haven’t Been Invented Yet

"The pace of change will be so rapid that people will learn 'in the moment' using new technologies such as augmented reality and virtual reality.

The ability to gain new knowledge will be more valuable than the knowledge itself,"

Dell Technologies statement.

In other words, get ready for a lifetime of skills training and retraining, in real time.
We Chase Jobs or Jobs Chase Us? Gig Economy
HARD TO CHANGE IT IS.

HARD IT IS NOT TO CHANGE. CHOOSE YOUR HARD YOU MUST.
Inside the completely robotic bar in Prague that has a robot bartender that dances when it gets bored

Jan Lopatka, Reuters  Dec 4, 2018, 6:47 PM

The robot even dances when it's bored.  David W Cerny/Reuters
YOUR JOB CAN'T GET TAKEN BY A ROBOT
IF YOU'RE DESIGNING THE ROBOTS
RPA & automation
#MythBusters meet #AI and #RPA. Helen Poitevin of Gartner reports that automation will be a net job creator.
RPA & automation
AI and AGI

3 stages of AI

Narrow AI
Dedicated to assist with or take over specific tasks

General AI
Takes knowledge from one domain, transfers to other domain

Super AI
Machines that are an order of magnitude smarter than humans

Credit: Chris Noessel
AI and AGI
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
Industrial automation

Our mission:

"The goal of JHV SOLUTIONS is to share know-how and improve Czech industry. We help our customers automate and deploy smart solutions that enable them to produce more efficiently. We continue the twenty-year tradition of JHV as a leader in the field of industrial automation. We share our unique know-how in consultations and invest in the development of innovative products."
Když mluvíte o věcech, které vás zajímají
Connect the unconnectable
Jak se připravit?

- Zkoušet
- Studovat
- Mluvit s lidmi o tom, co děláte
- Nebát se, že někdo rozumí lépe
Ahoj!
daria.hvizdalova@gmail.com